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Oriental Carbon & Chemicals Limited (OCCL) has declared its Unaudited Financial Results for the Quarter
ended 301h June, 2020. The Results for the Quarter are in accordance with the Indian Accounting Standards
(Ind AS).

Financial Highlights of Ql FY21•

Total Income for Ql FY21 stood at Rs. 47 Crores as compared to Rs. 95 crores in Ql FY20
o

Revenues were impacted on account of lower production due to shutdown of facilities and lower
demand because of CoVID-19 pandemic lockdown. Exports were also impacted due to lower
exports demand globally on account of restrictions due to CoVID-19

•

EBITDAfor Ql FY21 stood at Rs. 9 Crores as compared to Rs. 27 crores in Ql FY20. EBITDA Margins
stood at 19.1% (mainly due to fixed expenses being absorbed by significantly lower quantity.)

•

Profit after Tax for Ql FY20 stood at Rs. 1.4 Crores. PAT Margins for the Quarter stood at 3%

Project Update:
Our Capex plan is facing delay due to suspension of civil and other work during the shutdown period on account of
COVID-19 pandemic and also availability of labour thereafter. The First Phase of Insoluble Sulphur Plant and the
Sulphuric Acid Plant which was expected to be commissioned by end of FY21 would be delayed and expected to be
commissioned by Q1FY22

Commenting on the results, Mr. Arvind Goenka, Promoter and Managing Director said
"The year had started with lot of uncertainties and challenges in the business environment. During the first quarter
of FY21, our business was severely impacted on account of complete lockdown in India and reduced demand from
tyre companies across the International markets. Our revenues have fallen due to lower production and reduced
demand. Over 60% of our Sales is Exports which was also impacted due to exports constraints globally due to
CoVID-19.
Both the Plants of the Company were shut due to complete lockdown, however after receiving the permission from
the respective authorities, Mundra plant started with reduced capacity from
from zi" May 2020.

21st

April 2020 and Dharuhera started

The Company has taken all necessary precautions post the resumption of the facilities. Raw material supplies
are ensured through maintaining multiple vendors and adequate stocks. However, there has been
improvement in demand as well as sales on month to month basis.
In the last few weeks, tyre sales have increased due to increased demand in the replacement market and the
trend is expected to continue in the coming months. Tyre industry would witness better traction post
lockdown as replacement demand would revive faster. Major demand driver for tyre and hence insoluble
sulphur is in the replacement market.
Our Company is continuously putting efforts in streamlining costs and improving efficiencies. The demand of
the Company's product is now coming back and we hope for next nine months to be similar to the
corresponding nine months.
At OCCL, we believe in providing quality product which keeps us at the forefront of the competitive
benchmark. We believe that the proprietary technology we possess, will help us to stay ahead in these
challenging times.
I would like to thank all the stakeholders and specially our employees for standing strong and supporting the
Company during these difficult times."

About Oriental Carbon & Chemicals Limited

Oriental Carbon & Chemicals Limited (OCCL) is a Duncan JP Goenka Group Company. It is one of the
market leaders in the production of Insoluble Sulphur for the Tyre and Rubber Industry around the
world both in terms of quality as well as quantity.

It has state of the art manufacturing

India at Dharuhera (Harayana) and at Mundra (Gujarat). Apart from Insoluble

facilities in

Sulphur, it also

manufactures Sulphuric Acid and Oleums.

Safe Harbor Statement

Statements in this document relating to future status, events, or circumstances,
limited to statements

about plans

including but not

and objectives, the progress and results of research and

development, potential project characteristics, project potential and target dates for project related
issues are forward-looking statements based on estimates and the anticipated effects of future events
on current

and developing circumstances.

Such statements are subject to numerous risks and

uncertainties and are not necessarily predictive of future results. Actual results may differ materially
from those anticipated in the forward-looking statements. The company assumes no obligation to
update forward-looking statements to reflect actual results changed assumptions or other factors.
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